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WORSHIP SERVICES THEME FOR FEBRUARY… JOURNEY 

 
February 3, 2019 
"Sex and Money (Politics and Religion, Too!)" 
Rev. Scott Rudolph, Minister 
If you want things to go well at your dinner party, they say that you are not supposed to talk 
about sex, politics, religion, or money. These are taboo topics for a reason. They can create 
discomfort and division. But if we create a space grounded in our values and relationship, then 
all these are topics we should be talking about at church. This Stewardship kick-off Sunday, we 
will invite the conversation about sex and money (and politics and religion). 
  
February 10, 2019 
"Practicing Spiritual Practices Spiritually  
Rev. Scott Rudolph, Minister 
You already know what to do. Don't you? Actually doing it is the tricky part. Let's talk 
about how to make it happen. 
  
Choir Sunday: "If You Want to Go" by Philip Silvey 
 
February 17, 2019 
"Galileo and the Truth Police" 
Rev. Scott Rudolph, Minister 
Truth in the era of fake news, confirmation bias, and a country divided. Our fellowship 
covenant asks us to "seek the truth in love." What does this really mean? What is Truth 
(capital "T") and how do we know when we find it? This much is true... I hope you are 
always questioning truths. 



 February 24, 2019 
"Waves of Change: Women's Spirituality, Women's Voices" 
Lay-Led Service  
In this time of change and upheaval in our country and world, women are speaking out and 
stepping up. Through music, storytelling and the spoken word, women of UUFCO will share 
stories and insights into their social and spiritual journey. 
 
Choir Sunday: "Do Not Leave Your Cares at the Door" by Elizabeth Alexander  
 
 
THOUGHTS SCOTT BEGOT 
  
I am always amazed at kids and playgrounds. I recall when our children were younger 
going to an indoor play area at the mall. It was quite large and featured a bunch of big 
slides. Being a cold day and a Saturday on top of it, there was probably about forty 
kids running around. Tessa and Simon, our children, knew exactly what to do there. 
There are only two steps: 1. Take off your shoes 2. Go have a blast running around. 
  
I sat there and watched this always-in-motion, joyous, smiling, playing, imagining pack 
of children running around having fun. The number of kids having fun created an 
infectious energy that all the kids tapped into. What I witnessed was a child-aged 
version of Beloved Community. Kids of different race, age, gender, and ability all 
playing in harmony. I didn't see any tears all day. I didn't see anyone hitting anyone. I 
did see disagreements. I did see hugs, kids helping kids up stairs, kids piled atop one 
another like puppies, chasing each other, and inventing ways to play. I witnessed 
several collisions, and usually each kid would make a quick check to see if they were 
hurt, look at the other child to see how they were, then both continue on their way. (It 
is a well-known parenting fact that kids weigh being hurt against how much fun they 
are having. If the pain is less than the fun, then it gets ignored.) Every kid was simply 
concerned with their play and joy. And when required, they concerned themselves 
with those around them. 
  
How do they do it? When did it get more complicated? At what point do we become 
more jaded, greedy, insecure, and hateful? Kids really do have a magical quality of 
innocence and beauty. They are quite free -- in their thinking, in their words, in their 
play, and in their world view.   
  
Our Soul Matters and worship theme for February is Trust. Living in a way that does 
not diminish the freedom of others is a practice in trust. Trust can be broken, but that 



does not mean it was not worth offering. Children give us a model of trust. As 
grownups, we know to exercise caution in where we place our trust. Though, 
sometimes, we perhaps overcompensate and create a guarded environment around 
us. Those kids on that playground were each being their full, authentic, joyous self. 
Free in mind, body, and spirit. And they were doing this in shared space, in a 
community of diversity, and in harmony. There were small spats to be sure. But they 
engaged the world with an excitement and openness that I admire.   
  
So, I am left to ponder and invite you to do the same - what keeps us adults from 
doing this? How might we do better? 
  
  
With Love, 
Rev. Scott 
 

FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Ownership 
  
I remember the day I signed the UUFCO Membership Book. And when I pledged my 
money.... MONEY! 
  
Coming from a blue-collar family and a mom who made my prom dresses, money was 
something to hang on to. So, I never predicted how my relationship with this 
congregation would change because of that pledge. Something happened. I took 
ownership.   
  
No more was this a sanctuary that I just bragged about, it was a sanctuary that I 
owned. These weren't just inspiring sermons, they felt like they were directed at me. 
Even the coffee tasted better. I likened it to buying 20 acres of forest at the base of 
Mt. Hood and building a home there. A home and environment that I was dedicated 
to taking care of, to making it the warm place for friends to gather. It became the site 
of Earth Day parties, Solstices, Vision Quests, and Thanksgivings.   
  
This is how I feel about this place. It is a magnificent home that I am honored to 
contribute to with my time and my money. And like my home, with ownership comes 
responsibility. None of the things we love happen on their own. It takes a team of 
dedicated people to keep us connected, spiritually full, and in a beautiful space that 



we are gifted to share with our larger community. Truly we are stewards of what we 
have, what we do and how we will sustain our future.   
  
Thank you for keeping us moving forward. 
Marty Rudolph, President, Board of Trustees  
 

STAFF INSIGHTS 
 

The Sweet Spot  
  
Whether you are a musician or not, I'm sure you understand the concept of tuning an 
instrument. Whether a wind instrument -- such as a tuba, clarinet, or recorder -- or a 
stringed instrument -- guitar, cello, or sitar -- it's important to tune it according to the 
laws of sound and pitch and the properties of the instrument itself in order to make 
the most beautiful sound.   
  
Did you know that there are drums that also need to be tuned? The big copper 
timpani in orchestras and bands require a careful ear to make the sound even; the Irish 
bodhran, middle eastern tar, and Indian tabla also need to be tuned to make sure that 
the desired pitch (note) is matched, or that the sound generated is as crisp and true as 
possible. The surface tension needs to be equal around the perimeter for the center 
and sides of the drum to give their best sound. Then the drummer can find "the sweet 
spot".  
  
Years ago it occurred to me that church life is like finding the sweet spot of a drum. 
What I mean by this is that when, say, those who are passionate about worship are 
making contributions to our shared Sunday experiences ... and those who love 
challenging the mind for personal evolution and understanding are stepping forward 
to teach classes ... and those who value the tender years of a child's development 
contribute their time and energy to teach Sunday School (Religious Exploration) ... and 
those whose attentions tend toward fiscal stability serve on the Board ... and those 
who thrive on the water and among the trees ensure that there are outdoor activities 
to bring us together ... and so on, and so on. When all the sustaining, "moving parts" 
of congregational life are equally served and attended to, we can feel the hum of our 
vitality.     
  
These aren't competing interests: they are concurrent, multi-dimensional dynamics 
that combine together into the marvelous, living "organism" of our congregation, 



happiest and healthiest when each of us is drawn to what calls to us, what appeals to 
us, what is stirring within us to be brought forth. 
  
If you would like help in exploring what your place might be at UUFCO -- finding a 
good place to start in making contributions of time and talent -- please email me to 
arrange a time to meet. Of course, Sunday volunteer opportunities are available for 
each and every one of us to help as our schedule allows. Experienced volunteers are 
gentle in "showing you the ropes" and it can be fun and satisfying to feel your 
contribution to our gathered Sunday experience. For other new ventures, I'm available 
both to "bounce ideas" with you, and to support you in getting started. 
 
In the sweet spot, 
Chela Sloper, Congregational Life Facilitator 
 

February in Religious Exploration  
 

"It is very significant indeed that physics now sees the whole universe as a web 
of dynamic interrelationships. When we come to the human person, our lives 
are also a network of interrelationships."   

~ Bede Griffiths 
  
As Unitarian Universalists we depend on our interrelationships to create community 
and support our belief system. We believe each of us is important and has worth. We 
strive to learn as much about our world as we can, in the continual effort to support 
our freedom. We come to church to continue the web of relationships woven from 
previous Sundays. It is our relationship with each other that binds us spiritually and 
connects us to our religious community. In relationship with each other we allow 
ourselves to feel enthusiasm, gratitude, hospitality and love. We learn to play 
physically and mentally just for the sake of enjoyment. We explore mysteries and 
search for answers. Sometimes in relationship we reveal the darker side of our selves 
as we feel anger, envy, pain, greed and shame. Our relationship with others reminds 
us of the mystery of exploration as we try to figure out why we feel connected to this 
person or that one. Why can we talk about religion with one person and not another 
(even within one church community)? With some people you can make a joke and with 
others there is no humor whatsoever. Some people can talk religion and make a joke 
and not offend anyone in a crowd. How does that work? 
  



There is mystery at the heart of all close relationships. Whether it is marriage, 
partnership, friendship, family, church, community, or at school the process of getting 
to know each other goes on continually. Plunging into a new relationship requires 
improvising communication skills until a mutual base can be found. Once that is 
established, the relationship moves through the swift current of dialogue and 
understanding, to feelings of appreciation or at least awareness of what the other is 
trying to communicate, to becoming spiritually connected at a deeper level. At this 
level safety is established and learning can begin. 
  
The benefits of maintaining a close relationship with our partners, friends and mentors 
include "the intimate sharing of ideas and ideals, unwavering support that is both 
honest and hopeful, and mutual admiration and faithfulness" according to Letty Cottin 
Pogrebin. These people teach us to be the best we can be. They witness our 
discoveries and spiritual development. They share their powerful energy with us and 
we are reminded of the wonder of relationships. 
  
In this month of often over-hyped relationships focusing on "love'" let us remember 
what we truly value in our "network of interrelationships". 
  
    
In faith, 
Dana Regan, Interim Director of Religious Exploration 


